Introducing FSA Insiders in collaboration with FSA Store. We are proud to offer you FSA Insiders, a program that gives you access to exclusive discounts.

Below is a wide array of tools and services that bring additional value to your flexible spending account beyond tax savings alone.

Access FSA Insiders

Your health deserves options.
Start with the best in eligible health.
ASKED & ANSWERED

Is there a list of eligible items and services?

Yes! The Eligibility List from FSA Store takes the guesswork out of flex spending with the most comprehensive list of eligible services and products, conveniently organized from A to Z.

View The Eligibility List

Helpful Tools

Savings Center
Access exclusive discounts and daily deals.

Find Coupons

Learning Center
Stay up to date on the latest ways to use your account.

Get the Scoop
Pro Tip
FSA Insiders allows you to save on the largest selection of FSA eligible products including new arrivals every month.

Shop FSA Store
FSA Store makes flex spending simple

100% ELIGIBILITY GUARANTEED

NO RECEIPTS NEEDED***

2,500+ FSA ELIGIBLE PRODUCTS

Shop FSA Store

***Skip the claims process when you shop with your FSA card, so you can shop worry-free.

Shop the largest selection of FSA eligible products with zero guesswork

NEW ARRIVALS

BEST SELLERS

ACNE & SKINCARE

SUNCARE
On call for you
FSA experts are available to help 24/7, call or chat.
Connect at FSA Store
Check out exclusive deals, perks and offers just for you!

Access Insiders at FSAstore.com


FSAstore.com is an independent service provider not affiliated with PayFlex. The link and content provided is for your convenience and is not an endorsement of FSAstore.com's services, products, or the provision of legal, medical, financial or tax advice. All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. PayFlex does not provide legal, tax, financial, medical or marital advice and nothing in its communications should be considered as such. It is the member's responsibility to ensure eligibility requirements as well as if they are eligible for the plan and expenses submitted. Check with your health plan to determine if there are alternative ways to submit purchases to apply toward your deductible. PayFlex may receive compensation on certain products purchased at FSAstore. You are receiving this because you have elected to communicate with PayFlex through email. If you no longer wish to receive these particular messages via email, you may unsubscribe at any time.